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ABSTRACT 

 

As software technology becomes more complex, 

software maintenance costs become more 

expensive. In connection with this, the 

development of software engineering makes the 

software system has many Composition choices 

that can be adjusted to the needs of the user. 

Error fixing involves analyzing Error Summary 

and modifying code. If bug-fixing steps are made 

as efficiently and effectively as possible then 

maintenance costs can be minimal. The purpose 

of this research is to establish a tool of machine 

learning for identifying Composition Error 

Summary and to find out the types of special 

Composition choices that can be used to save 

costs, time, and effort. In this study, the T-test 

was applied to appraise the analytical 

implication of conduct metrics when the “F-

test” was taken to the Variance’s test. Classifiers 

used in this study are “All words” or “AW”, 

“Highly Informative Words” or “H-IW”, and 

“Highly Informative Words plus Bigram” or 

“H-WB”. Identical validation and Vexed 

validation techniques were used to calculate the 

effectiveness of machine learning tools. The 

results of this research denote that the 

instrument is competent for definitive 

Composition Error Summary and other 

Composition choices for definite Error 

Summary. This research determines the 

practicality of machine learning techniques in 

corrective issues relevant to Error summary. The 

result of this study also explained that 

Composition/non-CompositionError Summaries 

have contrasting aspects that can be 

accomplished by machine learning devices. The 

advanced tool could be upgraded in some areas 

to create it more powerful. The array 

identification section of the current study has 

limitations, an array with different words and  
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Composition recognition tools tend to prefer 

Compositions with more words, so 

improvements to this could implicate 

consideration of the semantics of Error 

Summary, equivalent, and use of n-grams. Also, 

in using the technology of machine learning and 

Natural Language processing some 

advancements to be made to the present 

characterization structure so for future research 

it is highly recommended to clear up the first’s 

Error Summary before operating several 

operations in the present study. 
 

Keywords: Composition Error Summary, Machine 

Learning, Natural Language Processing. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Software maintenance activities include Error Summary and Error fixing. Smith 

(1982) explained software maintenance costs account for more than 2/3 of the cost of 

software products. Up to thirty-one percent of errors related to composition occur in 

commercial software systems and open-source, with the majority of composition caused 

by errors in composition option settings (Yin et al. 2011). To know the error, developers 

have to notice the long Error description. Nearly of error summaries in software open 

source as Firefox platform projects in 2014 were three hundred words or more and these 

words are considered very long (Rastkar et al. 2014). To specify the relevant Composition 

choice in reproducing the errors summary, Developers should be aware of effective 

techniques for tagging the Composition Error Summary and identifying the root causes of 

the Composition choice. Learn Error Summary using machine learning techniques is 

gaining popularity and is proving to be competent. A scheme of this study aimed at 

enhancing Composition-aware techniques is developed, which can help developers easily 

deError and reproduce errors that require special Composition for exposition. With this 

proposed framework, Composition diagnosis can be improved. Developers can name 

Composition Error Summary automatically and on time, as well as be able to extrapolate 

bug-relevant Composition choices. 

A software Error is a wrong, damaged, default, or flop in a computer program that 

returns incorrect results indeed to smash. As the total and difficulty of software systems go 

up, so do the item and kind of software error. Great means have been made to classify Error 

Summary, and identify and improve errors. Software Error Summary is plain text and can 
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include error logs, tread to emulate the error, output, variant, stage, and OS information. 

To orbit the improvement of error summary, it can mark it as fresh, acknowledged, closed 

transcribed, and constant. A great error summary should be definite and contain as much 

information as possible, but there is no effective way to avoid long error messages with 

lots of irrelevant information. So holding a device that can extract the statistics may be very 

useful. 

Related Research 

Dommati et al, (2013) explained that identifying duplicate error summaries using 

machine learning tools can save time and effort. During a current error detail show up, the 

information of the original language related to the available highly identical Error 

Summary is given to the person who marked the Error Summary as duplicate. The study 

by Kim and Dongsun (2013) proposes a two-stage predictive model using information from 

the summary of errors as a fix solution, the research uses a bag-of-words N-LP approach 

to identify features, extracts word tokens from the Summary of Errors, uses machine 

learning tools as input in training the classifier, and determines the type of software to 

improve location predictions as desired. 

Text mining to error summary to classify security Error Summary, in this study the 

machine learning model in Error Summary was tagged manually, then a trained model was 

used to identify faulty security Error Summary and manually tag them as security Error 

Summary (Gegick et al, 2010). Another study by Murphy and Rastkar (2014) classified 3 

text mining named Email Classifier, Email & Meeting Classifier, and Corpus Summary 

Error Classifier are the most accurate. The study of the error summary is divided into 

several components including the product name and version number (Sureka, 2012). The 

results show that there is a correlation between the terms in the Error Summary and the 

components that could be practiced to correctly predict the Error Summary component. 

Matter et al, (2009) propose an approach for expert software developers in matching, 

assigning, and analyze vocabulary in error summaries automatically using a machine 

learning approach. 

Brian et al, (2007) Applying machine learning techniques in definite code errors 

using the C4-5 decision tree, aims to identify various error conditions based on input and 

output information. Zimmermann et al, (2007) used logistic regression to train and classify 

possible file sets. The text mining approach is used to predict the severity of Error 
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Summary, an evaluation of the open-source software product approach shows that the use 

of text mining for predictions can achieve moderate to high accuracy (Lamkanf et al, 2010). 

Turhan et al, (2009) “compared to non-machine learning, a rule-based model that requires 

inspecting forty-five percent of the source code suggest a machine learning-based model, 

where some seventy percent of defects can identify by interested only three percent”. This 

advises that a machine learning (ML) approach is a more practical and efficient way to 

identify errors.  

Compared to previous research activities, this study uses a machine learning 

approach to quote appropriate information from Error Summary. This research for 

Composition /non-Composition Error Summary and treasure trove Composition choice is 

identical with Error Summary, this brings into account the unique characteristics of Error 

Summary, namely validating the performance of the classifier using an identical approach 

to Vexed-verification. This study uses Natural Language Processing approach to quote 

Composition choices that may be related to Composition Error Summary and processes 

Compositions into word lists by dividing Compositions according to the tokens used to link 

the words. Using Compositions as documents rather than Error Summary reduces corpus 

size, and speeds up the process of identifying Compositions. The two-step process 

developed in the research is the identification of Composition Error Summary, the identity 

of structure choice, this will be very useful for developers in working on errors in a short 

time and cost-effectively. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Chowdhury, (2003) describes Natural Language Processing (N-LP) as a field of 

computer science research developed from artificial intelligence (AI) and computational 

linguistics. In this study, N-LP was applied to process summary errors including word 

identification, extraction, deletion of unnecessary vocabulary, tokenization, and word 

lemmatization (Chowdhury, 2003). To forecast the error types in the Error Summary after 

N-LP processing, ML operations are continued. N-LP is also used to identify Summary 

Errors regarding a particular Composition with word tokenization as a basic step 

(Grefenstette et al, 1994), stopword removal (Wilbur et al, 1992), stemming (Ahmed et al, 

2004), part-of-speech tagging (Brill and Eric, 2004), lemmatization (Plisson et al, 2004), 

and chunking & chinking (Arellano et al, 2015). In this research, these steps are used to 
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convert Error Summary into “word sets” in machine learning (ML) processing. Fukumizu 

et al, (2004) explain that dimensional reduction reduces the time and storage required. This 

can improve classifier performance by removing multicollinearity. For more minimize the 

dimensions, stemming or “lemmatization” is carried out. Because this research used N-LP, 

the stopwords were taken from the NL-TK corpus packet, and the lemmatization was taken 

from the N-LP stem. WordNet space. 

In text mining, the term feature extraction has the meaning of extracting words as 

features from the text (Gawade and Trunal, 2016). Information acquisition is the generality 

level of a word in a certain class, it is used to extract high information features because 

every piece of information obtained in every word must be counted. (Lee et al, 2006). To 

assess the similarity of words in class, you can use Chi-sq. the greater rate of a word, also 

expected word is identical with a class, assuming that there are Summary Errors from the 

two classes, namely t1 and t2 (Liu et al, 1995). The chi-sq score indicates the probability 

that the word is identical with the t1 type, projected as: 

𝐶ℎ𝑖_𝑠𝑞_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
𝑛𝑥𝑥 × (𝑛𝑖𝑖 × 𝑛𝑜𝑜 − 𝑛𝑖𝑜 × 𝑛𝑜𝑖)2

(𝑛𝑖𝑖 × 𝑛𝑖𝑜) × (𝑛𝑖𝑖 × 𝑛𝑖𝑜) × (𝑛𝑖𝑜 × 𝑛𝑜𝑜) × (𝑛𝑖𝑜 × 𝑛𝑜𝑜)

 

The score indicating the probability that n is identical with class t2 that could be 

determined in the same way as the formula above, igram identifies two words that may 

appear together. Including a bigram increases the likelihood of classifying Error Summary 

correctly (Tan et al, 2002). The probability of 2 words appearing jointly is projected using 

chi-sq. Machine learning is interdisciplinary computer science and statistics that grew out 

of artificial intelligence (Sebastiani & Fabrizio, 2002). This study leverages the use of ML, 

in general, to correct and control an ever-increasing number of errors. Machine learning 

tools are used to identify Summary Compositional/noncompositional Errors. In this 

research machine learning is used to create a classifier from tagged Error Summary to 

recognize new Error Summary as cohesive Compositions or unrelated Compositions. 

There are three types of machine learning based on several previous researchers, 

the first is supervised machine learning (Kotsiantis et al, 2007), unsupervised machine 

learning (Gentleman & Carey, 2008) and reinforcement learning (Sutton et al, 1998). 

Unsupervised learning has no data input tags. The system has to find settings based on 

input data because this metric is unclear to evaluate classifiers. That the algorithm of ML 

is usable, including Naïve Bayes (Murphy & Kevin, 2006), Decision Trees (Safavian et al, 
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1990), and Logistic Regression (Hosmer et al, 2000). In N-LP, Max. degeneration analysis 

is also available and commonly used (Liu et al, 2005). Apart from these classifiers, there 

is also a basic classifier that can be created and compared in a simple way, namely ZeroR 

(Witten et al, 1990). 

ZeroR and Naïve Bayes 

Witten et al, (1990) explained that ZeroR only relies on predictive tags, although it 

does not have much predictability, ZeroR sets the predictability of the classifier as low. 

The classifier of “Naïve Bayes” uses a Bayesian algorithm and is statistically based 

(Murphy & Kevin, 2006). Witten et al, (1990) also explained, to find tags, research uses 

Bayes' rules to represent P(tag|feature) in the form P(tag) and P(feature|tag ): 

𝑃(𝑡𝑎𝑔|𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠) =
𝑃(𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠|𝑡𝑎𝑔) × 𝑃(𝑡𝑎𝑔)

𝑃(𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒)

 

By this equation, Liu et al, (2005) described that the Features are taken to input in 

ML classifier, text mining is in the form of a collection of words, bigrams, or even trigrams. 

To facilitate the work method, the separator must make naive assumptions, then the 

equation can be rewritten as: 

𝑃(𝑡𝑎𝑔|𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠) =
𝑃(𝑡𝑎𝑔) × 𝑃(𝑓1|𝑡𝑎𝑔) … × 𝑃(𝑓𝑛|𝑡𝑎𝑔)

𝑃(𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒)

 

where f1, f2, … fn = each feature. 

Decision Tree (DT) and Logistic Regression (LR) 

The decision tree has a base that corresponds to the actual tree structure where 

branches represent decision nodes and leaves represent assigned tags. The decision node 

will conclude that division to catch establish the feature value. To build a decision tree, you 

can start by choosing a good appearance for the decision node (Safavian et al, 1990). The 

fundamental approach for selecting an agreement node is to take into consideration all fit 

faces and view what is the most appropriate in forecasting the tags of the coaching data and 

formerly use those features.  

One method that can be used is the entropy method, with the total of the 

probabilities in every tag multiplied by the log probability of the same tag. The feature that 

achieves the maximum entropy will be selected as the decision node (Wang et al, 1992). 

Max degeneration represents the top tier that can be reached from the opening disorganized 

input. Hosmer et al, (2000) explain that logistic regression acts as a counter to the likelihood 

that a tag is assigned to the Error Summary when given a set of inputs. The function used 
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here is the Bernoulli distribution function as a probability and the sigmoid function as an 

input modifier. The equation will be shown as this: 

𝑝(𝑦|𝑥, 𝑤) = 𝐵𝑒𝑟(𝑦|𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚(𝑊𝑇𝑥))  𝑎𝑛𝑑    𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚(𝛼) ≜
1

1 + exp (−𝛼)

 

where Ber is the Bernoulli function, Sigm is the sigmoid function, y is the tag, xis 

the input feature and w is the model weight vector. In the prediction step, Error Summary 

is tagged with the highest probability. 

Maxent (Maximum Entropy Classifier) 

Mount et al, (2011) describe that “Maxent” is equivalent to logistic regression, 

Maxent chooses the features with the least number of unreasonable expectations, with 

means the Maximum Entropy (ME) as the input. 

Tools of Machine Learning (TML) 

There are many open-source machine-learning tools available, including Weka 

(Witten et al, 1999), NL-TK (Bird and Steven, 2006), and Sklearn (Pedregosa et al, 2011). 

Weka has a wide range of tools for running ML and N-LP. NL-TK and Sklearn are used in 

Python because NL-TK has many N-LP syllabus and Sklearn has many classification 

modules for machine learning (Bird & Steven, 2006; Pedregosa et al, 2011). 

TML - Sklearn  

Pedregosa et al, (2011) described the Sklearn or sci-kit-learn as a study of ML 

algorithms for Python programming. It contains various classification algorithms, 

regression, clustering, and words clarification facilities, such as the Tfidf-Vectorizer which 

is used to calculate the tfidf score of the words appearing in the document. TF-IDF is the 

Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency (Blei et al, 2003). Blei et al, (2003) define 

the “Term Frequency (tft,d)” is defined as the number of occurrences of the term, t, in 

document d. If t is not in d, the value of tft,d is zero. Document Frequency (dft) is defined 

as the number of documents in the corpus that contain the term t. If t is not in any documents 

in the corpus, dft equals zero. Inverse Document Frequency (idft) is used to reduce the 

influence of terms that appear in many documents, it is defined as: 

𝑖𝑑𝑓𝑡 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑀

𝑑𝑓𝑡

 

where M is the amount of the sum of docs in the corpus. By this formula, a bigger 

value of dft  produces a small idft. tfidf is used to measure the level of importance of a term 
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in one document, so that term will have a high score for tfidf (Blei et al, 2003). Then, tfidf 

define as: 

𝑡𝑓 − 𝑖𝑑𝑓𝑡,𝑑 = 𝑡𝑓𝑡,𝑑 × 𝑖𝑑𝑓𝑡 

TML - Weka 

Hall et al, (2009) described that the Weka is a collection of ML tools written in 

Java, and includes GUI and command line operations. The GUI interface has three different 

applications that suit your needs and are easy to use, namely: Explorer (Kirkby et al. 2007), 

Experimenter (Scuse et al. 2007), and KnowledgeFlow (Bouckaert et al. 2013). Witten et 

al, (1999) explain that Weka can accept internal CSV file input which must later be 

converted into an arff file. “KnowledgeFlo”w backing the outflow of data from one element 

to the next. The elements are practical sections that show specific tasks. In 

KnowledgeFlow, components form a user-selectable palette, which can later be nested and 

linked together to meet a user's specific needs. 

TML - N-LP Tool Kit  

Bird & Steven, (2006) define that Natural Language Processing Tool Kit (NL-TK) 

is recorded in Python and intended for N-LP processing using Python. While NL-TK is 

used more often for N-LP, this also consists of several popular classifiers for machine 

learning purposes, including NaiveBayes, DecisionTree, MaxEnt, and others. Because it is 

a native NL-TK classifier, after applying the NL-TK natural language processing algorithm 

this classifier is easier to use (Bird and Steven, 2006). 

Performance Evaluation Metrics for Classification 

Van et al, (2001) explain that “Accuracy is the simplest metric used to evaluate a 

classifier”. Precision hereafter referred to as specific prognostic value is the percentage of 

positive data (TP) that is correctly predicted for all positive predicted data (Van et al, 2001). 

Recall also known as sensitivity, is the percentage of correct predictions of all positives 

(Davis et al, 2006). Thus, it can be written in mathematical form: 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
× 100%

 

Where TP is “True Positive”, FP is “False Positive”, and FN is “False Negative”. 

TP+FP is all data that is predicted to be positive, and TP+FN is all data that is positive 

(Davis et al, 2006). David et al, (2011) describe the F-measure as a more comprehensive 

measure of performance because it takes into account the effects of precision and recall 

and is a harmonic average of the: 
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𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
× 100%

 

Vexed-verification 

Krogh et al, 2011 explained that Vexed-verification in ML is a validation technique 

for assessing classifier performance. Vexed verification evaluates how the classifier results 

will generalize to independent data sets. In machine learning, it is customary to use 10-

bend Vexed verification. Nine sections are used for training each time, with one section 

used for testing to be repeated 10 times. Average show metrics are projected to decide how 

great the classifier is. Because ML is established in data, machine learning outcomes surely 

need to be statistically proven for implication. In this study, 10x validation was performed 

more frequently. With 10x 10x Vexed verification, individual work metrics will generate 

100 data points. With this amount of data, the T-test as a hypothesis test can be applied. 

 

Figure 1. Sketch of 10-bend Vexed verification. 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Statistic test 

In general, statistical tests including the T-test (Glantz et al, 2006) have two 

hypotheses: the null hypothesis (Anderson et al, 2000) which assumes that the two data 

sets are statistically equal; and the alternative hypothesis (Box et al, 1978), which assumes 

that the two data sets are statistically different. P-value (Moore & David, 2007) calculated 

in a statistical test is the probability of knowing whether one data set is significantly 

different from another. The common p-value is 0.05, this represents the level of confidence 

in ninety-five percent. Confidence intervals are interval estimates coupled with probability 

statements (Moore & David, 2007). “When the value is 0.05 on the results of the T-test 

then the p-value will be less than 0.05 which means that the two data sets are significantly 

different, or the alternative hypothesis is true” Glantz et al, (2006). 
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Figure 2. Mechanism flow of Error Summary method and  

Composition identification. 

F-test and T-Test 

Moore & David, (2007) explain that The F-test is used to test the population with 

the same variance, this is done by comparing the ratios of the two variants. The F-test in 

this study was used to test whether the variation in the results of performance metrics 

between the two classifications is the same. The basic technique uses All Words or AW for 

the method in all docs, and the other use Highly Informative Words or H-IW and Highly 

Informative Words plus Bigram or H-WB. The results of the F-test will determine the T-

test that can be used to determine the statistical significance of metric data between AW 

and H-IW/H-WB (Moore & David, 2007). In this study the t-test used was a hypothesis 

test on the average data, where the t-test used was paired t-test and unpaired t-test (Glantz 

et al, 2006). 

Figure 2 explains 2 main steps for the design of this study. The 1st is classification: 

fetching an Error Summary with an input tag, training the classifier on an Error Summary, 

then using this classifier to predict an untagged Error Summary. The second step is 

Composition Identification: receives a tagged Composition Error Summary, takes the N-

LP setting to come across analogy among error report and Composition name, and displays 

the identical Composition tag sorted from more possible become less likely. Figure 3 is an 
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over-specified image of the method steps. Web pages that have Error summary output even 

containing extraneous output that needs to be smuggled, begin the step by obtaining 

beneficial output from a web page given an Error Summary URL. The text file is 

constructed that consists of only the involved output from the web page. Mostly, only the 

entry text and comments from the web page are included. 

 

Figure 3. The Error Summary method process. 
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This research’s physiognomy is words for ML. Feature extraction includes six steps 

as per Figure 3, it is an N-LP procedure, and the NL-TK Python officer is taken to facilitate 

the task. The Error Summary text is battered to be vocabulary, then “stopwords” will be 

evacuated. Sometimes found the word "computer" = "com", and "configuration" as 

"config." etc., so vocabulary like this must be changed to its original form first. In the NL-

TK package, metrics and collocations contain a chi-sq implementation. The collocations 

module has a BigramCollocationFinder class that can be used to find n-grams. These two 

classes are used to identify frequently occurring informative vocabulary and bigrams. The 

selected features can be arranged in the form of a dictionary, words/bigrams are used as 

keys and certain values are used as main values. The format used is {word: True}, where 

"word" is the selected word, and "True" is the value of the selected word. To evaluate the 

effectiveness of this study, three groups of feature words were extracted for each Error 

Summary database: AW, H-IW, and H-WB. Hall et al, (2009) describe that 1st phase in 

Weka is to convert the text file.  The direction takes the CLI is 

java.weka.core.converters.TextDirectoryLoader works to generate the correct ARFF file. 

Within the directory, there should be two distinct subdirectories containing all known 

Summary Composition Errors, and containing all known Summary Non-Composition 

Errors. The name of the subdirectory must be distinguished because this name will be a 

guide for Weka in assigning grades to the class. 

 

Figure 4. Identification of the Composition Error Summary. 

The created ARFF file contains only two features. To modify the text into words, 

the StringToWordVector filter can be used in the Weka Explorer sub-application to divide 

text features into word features. There are several options available to get Very Informative 

Words and Very Informative Words plus bigrams, in this case, the steps are similar to steps 
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2 to 8 in Figure 3, but there are some differences. The NL-TK classifiers used are “Naïve 

Bayes”, Decision Trees, and MaxEnt, then for the sklearn classifiers used are Naïve Bayes, 

Decision Trees, Logistic Regression, and SVC or Support Vector Machine for 

Classification, then finally the Weka classifier which is used here is ZeroR, NaiveBayes, 

J48 DT, LR, and SVM. For programmatic classification in Weka it is the same as NL-TK 

and Sklearn. Meanwhile, in Explorer, you can only do one round of Vexed 10 bend 

verification which produces statistical significance analysis data with a very minimal 

amount. 

Figure 4 shows the stream down that continues from Figure 2. There is a 

Composition database and Composition Error Summary. The Composition table is a take 

in Composition names and, Composition names may be case-sensitive periods or 

underscores separating the words. In Composition clarification, words are separated by 

underscores and periods. Occasionally when 2 words are mixed sine either there, a regular 

expression is used to divide them. Vocabulary is returned to its root form using 

lemmatization and then combined with spaces to form new strings of words, the result is, 

one series of words constitutes one document. 

 

Figure 5. Some Compositions on 3 open-source. 
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The Composition Corpus processed with the Tfidf Vectorizer in Sklearn is used to 

convert the document set to a TF-IDF feature matrix. The Tfidf Vectorizer learns 

vocabulary from the TfIdfVectorizer's existing Composition corpus, unigrams and bigrams 

for the ngram_range parameter are included to help increase the chances of finding a match 

between Error Summary and Composition. Furthermore, the Tfidf Vectorizer is used to 

modify the Error Summary. Each Error Summary is processed individually, after the Error 

Summary transformation, the Tfidf Vectorizer will display the Tfidf score of each word 

that appears in the Composition and Error Summary. Here, to calculate the similarity score, 

the Naive approach is adopted. This is done by adding up the scores of all the words that 

appear in each Composition and Summary of Errors and displaying the Composition with 

the 10 highest scores. 

Data Set 

The success of identification, Composition and method of Error Summary in this 

pattern was calculated on Error Summary from open-source software projects is MySQL, 

Apache and Mozilla. For data diversity, this research is not limited to certain software 

components. The reason for choosing Error Summary from this open source project is that 

popular software has Error Summary publicly available, and some Mozilla Error Summary 

are already tagged related to some Compositions on the Mozilla website. For Composition 

Error Summary that do not identify Compositions then thus consistent manually. In 

addition, Error Summary tagging as Composition or non-Composition is also done 

manually. This involves using a keyword search in the Error Summary database and 

reading the report. For each software project, 300 Error Summary were collected, with an 

equal number of Composition and non-Composition Error Summary. Thus, the number of 

Error Summary collected for the three software projects was 900. Compiling an equal 

number of Composition and non-Composition Error Summary is to ensure that the 

classifiers trained on these Error Summary are not biased. Nevertheless, Michael et al, 

(2010) explained that compiling a Summary of Errors and tagging them properly would be 

very time-consuming. 
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Figure 7. “F-test” of variance and average T-test of Apache F-measure Composition 

10x CV 10x using NL-TK Naïve Bayes. 

Vexed-verification 

Vexed verification slash overfitting and enables the outcomes of a trained classifier 

to generalize about Summary Error predictions. All data sets were verified by Vexed 10 

bends for all classifiers. To obtain sufficient statistical significance analysis data, the Vexed 

10 bends verification was run ten times on every case to obtain 100 data points for each 

performance metric. From each type of Summary Error (Composition or non-

Composition), thirty Summary Errors will be used for testing, while the other 120 will be 

used, so, to get one hundred data points in each performance metric, 5x validation must be 

run 20 times. 

In this validation, the Error Summary will be randomized 20 times. After each 

scrambling, the Error Summary is further dividable into five categories for Composition 

and non-composition. Four sections are copied to the list used for testing, and one part is 

copied to another directory used for testing. Feature extraction for training is only 

performed on reports in the training directory, while for testing it is extracted from reports 
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from the test directory. After one test and training, one point of data the Error Summary is 

further divided into five is collected for all metrical, then the training directory is populated 

and then cleaned and filled again with data for the next round. After all, rounds have been 

completed, the Error Summary is shuffled, and the process is repeated up to 20 times. To 

differentiate it from the annoying 10x 10x 10 validation, hereinafter referred to as 20 

multiples 5 testing. 20x5 testing walk is more passive than 10 by 10 CV. The first step that 

makes it slow is feature extraction. At CV 10 times, feature extraction is only done once, 

while at training and testing 20x5 feature extraction is done one hundred times. 

 

Figure 6. QQ plot of Mozilla F-measure Composition restricted using NL-TK Naïve 

Bayes H-IW 

Statistical Significance Test 

Unpaired t-tests were accomplished to calculate the analytical implication of the 

conduct metrics. AW method in this study was evaluation as the measured class, while H-

IW and WB were the analysis groups. The purpose of this research is to appraise the 

strength of using Highly Informative Words and bigrams as features in classifying Error 

Summaries compared to using all words as features. hence, multiple test metrics will be 

used. first, the “F-test” was used to compare the variance of control data vs treatment data 

which had uneven deviation, the T-test with different variances in excel was used to test 

the significance. To use the F-Test, the normality of the data must be verifiable. In this 

study, the QQ plot (Kratz et al, 1996) was used to check the normality of the data, this can 

also be done in Excel. Normal rates are determined using the NORM.INV function in Excel 

with the CDF (Cumulative Distribution Function) parameter. Z-values are determined 

using the NORM.S.INV function with the CDF parameter. Finally, the data is plotted with 

Z-values on the x-axis, while the raw data and expected values are on the y-axis. The basic 
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data expected values generally do not deviate much which is an indication that the data is 

normally distributed. Thus, using the F-test to test the variance is valid. 

 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Figure 7 shows the results of the Apache analytical connotation analysis on the “F-

measure Composition”. The up table shows the “F-test” results on the F-size Composition 

variant. Because the “p-value” is greater than zero point zero five, the null hypothesis is 

considered true, this means that there is no statistical significance between the two variants. 

Thus, the “T-test” can be carried out and the result is a “p-value” significantly less than 

0.05 so that the null hypothesis is rejected, and the mean value is significantly different. 

Figure 7 shows the results of the Apache analytical connotation test on the “F-measure” 

Composition. The table shows the “F-Test” results on the F-Size Composition variant. 

Because the p-value is greater than zero point zero five, the null hypothesis is considered 

true, which means that there is no statistical significance between the two variants. Thus, 

the T-test can be performed and the p-value, as a result, is necessarily less than 0.05, so the 

null hypothesis is rejected because the mean values differ significantly. 

Tables 1 through 15 show the regular standards of the achievement metrics. One 

table is a result of only one open-source project from Mozilla or MySQL, it uses one 

classification software with 10:10x CV training or 50x2 testing. Adopting the “Weka 

Experimenter” format, H-IW and H-WB statistics in tables are tagged with a “*” or “v” 

postfix. The “*” symbol indicates that the H-IW/H-WB data is analytically worse than the 

AW data, while the “v” symbol indicates that the H-IW/H-WB data is analytically better 

than the AW data. If there is no statistical difference between AW/H-IW and H-WB the 

table is not tagged with any symbols. 

Table 1. Apache training and testing 20 times 5 times using the NL-TK classifier 

 

Table 1 until table 5 shows the results of Apache. Table 1 and Table 2 are the results 

of the NL-TK classification. In this case, the use of H-IW and H-WB improves prediction 

performance. From AW to H-IW, F-measure non-Composition increases by 50%. By 
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excluding the test data on the choice of training aspects and the 50x2 test, all three 

classification schemes show decreasing results. Although CV10x training and 10x CV 

testing (10x10) and 50x2 use other docs for training and testing, more test Error Summary 

used on the 50x2 will stabilize the variation in results as there are too few Test Error 

Summary, and 120 Error summary in every kind of 50x2. 

Table 2. Apache 10x CV 10x using the NL-TK classifier 

 

In Table 3 and Table 4 it can be seen that the H-IW or H-WB classifier works 

greater than AW, when compared to NL-TK, the Sklearn classifier generally works 

superior, even when using AW, most of the F-measures are still greater than 0.8. The 

biggest performance increase is 22.4%. 

Table 3. 10x 10x CV Apache using the Sklearn classifier 

 

Weka's classification is shown in table 5. When using “Weka”, feature unlocking 

is performed in Weka Explorer, thus, programmatically training and testing 50x2 is not 

possible. Globally, the “Weka ZeroR” classifier has the worst performance of all classifiers 

because it only marks all Summary Errors as Composition Error Summary. DT and LR 

work better without using Highly Informative vocabulary and bigrams. In general, when 
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using AW, Logistic Regression can take hours to complete whereas, when using H-IW or 

H-WB it only takes about 10 minutes. In the lowest case, AW to H-WB degrades by 15.8% 

on F-measures not configured with Logistic Regression. 

Table 4. Apache training and testing 20 times 5 times using the Sklearn classifier 

 

Table 5. CV Apache 10x 10x using the Weka classifier 

 

Table 6 until table 10 shows the classification results of Mozilla. Table 6 and table 

7 is the result of NL-TK classification. Maxent has the lowest work when all words are 

used as features, it also needs more time for reporting errors. In the worst case, the 

composition of the F-measure is not zero, but when using H-IW, the F-measure boost is 

quite to 0.875. 
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Table 6. CV Mozilla 10x 10x using the NL-TK classifier 

 

Table 7. Mozilla training and testing 20 times 5 times using the NL-TK classifier 

 

As shown in Tables 8 and 9, when using the Sklearn classifier, the use of “H-IW” and 

bigram disapproved of many benefits except for “SVM”. By using “H-IW” or “H-WB”, 

you can experience the benefits of saving time, especially if there are a large total of 

Error Summary to be classified. 

Table 8. Mozilla CV 10x 10x using the Sklearn classifier 
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Table 9. Mozilla training and testing 20 times 5 times using the Sklearn classifier 

 

Table 10. Mozilla CV 10x 10x using the Weka classifier 

 

Using the Weka classifier, in general, when using AW is having many 

characteristics in work when compared to H-IW/H-WB, besides LR that consistently gives 

better performance but takes longer. Table 10 shows the output of the Mozilla Error 

approach report using the Weka classifier. The results Error Summary of MySQL using the 

NL-TK classifier is shown in tables 11 and table 12. As in the Apache and MySQL Error 

Summarying methods, when using “AW” or “H-IW/H-WB” as a feature, Maxent is even 

more sensitive. When using AW, the performance was always much worse, and vice versa, 

in twenty-multiple-five training and testing using H-IW/H-WB, the decision trees 

performed much better but were not analytically particular of the 10x10 CV. 
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Table 11. MySQL 10x CV 10x using the NL-TK classifier 

 

Table 12. Training and testing of MySQL 20 times 5 times using the NL-TK 

classifier 

 

In the Sklearn classifier, when using AW SVM it is more sensitive. compared to 

AW, the performance was always worse, the Decision Trees here did not show a significant 

difference either when using AW or when using H-IW/H-WB. Here, Naïve Bayes' 

performance with H-IW/H-WB is known to be quite poor. 

Table 13. MySQL 10x CV 10x using the Sklearn classifier 
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Table 14. training MySQL 20x and testing using the Sklearn classifier 5x 

 

As shown in Table 15, in the Weka calculator, SVM can perform better with H-

IW/H-WB while LR and NB perform better with AW. NL-TK classifiers are more sensitive 

to the use of AW/H-IW and H-WB, especially Maxent's NL-TK classifier. NL-TK 

classifiers can work greater when using words and bigrams with high information, besides, 

Error Summary of different projects have different responses to AW/H-IW and H-WB. 

Error Summary Classification Apache generally does better when using H-IW/H-WB than 

using AW. In “Weka classifier”, Logistic Regression has better performance with AW, 

while in Sklearn SVM it has better performance with H-IW/H-WB. This is because 

sometimes the Error Summary has over information due to an execution error. 

Table 15. MySQL 10x CV 10x using the Weka classifier 

 

In NL-TK, words that are selected as features are treated the same as in the 

aggregated Error summary, the contention "set" and "value" do not arise in the Error 

Summary, these are treated as important features so that in Table 16 they do not appear at 
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all. Table 16 lists only the features sorted in chi-sq scores. Some of the most informative 

features identified by NL-TK Naive Bays for Mozilla crash reports are shown in figure 8. 

The ratio in the right column shows the likelihood of a feature appearing in Error vs. 

Summary. 

Table 16. Mostly Error Summary Descriptive in Mozilla, Apache, and MySQL 

 

 

Figure 8. Some of the most descriptive aspects meaningful NL-TK NaiveBayes in a 

Mozilla Error Summary. 

 

Table 17. F-measures of the average Compositions and non-compositions  

of the five classifiers 

 

Table 17 shows the average F-measure Compositions and non-Compositions used 

in six classifiers. Regardless of which method is used, at “ZeroR” the performance does 

not change, this is the lowest classifier because its non-Composition F-measure value is 0. 

For the other five classifiers, it works better using H-IW/H-WB. The aspect abstraction 

approach was alternated against AW to H-IW with double unconfirmed F-measure values, 
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here Maxent made the biggest improvement. The confidentiality that prerequisite the most 

from the use of H-IW/H-WB is SVM, which is an increase of twenty-four percent 

compared to the F-measure Composition. When using H-IW/H-WB Logistic Regression 

doesn't work properly. When using AW it takes longer to complete the Error Summary. 

Table 17 shows that most of the classifiers have much better performance than ZeroR. Most 

of the F-measure values of this classifier are greater than zero point eight, this involves the 

analysis of Error Summary as Composition or non-Composition is effective. Weka is the 

most consistent classifier, while NL-TK is the most sensitive classifier to this method. 

When proper methods are used, the NL-TK classifier can work very well. LR and MaxEnt 

are the late classifiers, especially when the method used is AW. Here, Naïve Bayes 

sometimes has faster performance than DT. However, in another case, the method used is 

often as sensitive as SVM. In Table 1-15, the difference in numbers - 0.1 is considered 

statistically different. When the classifier has poor performance the data points will vary 

widely. The most obvious difference here is the NL-TK classification results in Apache, 

namely AW and H-IW/H-WB. 

Identify the identical Composition with the Composition Error Summary 

To identify the Composition associated with the Composition Error Summary, the 

steps in Figure 2 will be used. First, each Error Summary corpus will consist of three 

hundred Error Summary which will then be divided to be two parts, namely one hundred 

Compositions and one hundred non-Compositions used for training, and the remaining 100 

will be used as no tag Error Summary for prediction. Once Error Summary is estimated, 

they are used to recognize connecting Compositions. For the identification of Composition 

options, all Composition Fault Reports used in the test will be respected. There are 50 

Composition Error Summary used in testing each project. For Mozilla, such Composition 

Error Summary has been identified on the Mozilla Composition website. Since Error 

Summary can be associated with multiple Compositions, the Composition identification 

tool will show the first ten Compositions which will then help the developer fix the Error 

Summary. “TFI-DF” is used to quantify the level of importance of a term in a document. 

This tool uses TFI-DF to appraise the Error Summary Similarity and its Composition. 

Compositions are sorted from top to bottom based on similarity scores, this is defined as: 

𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑑, 𝑏) = ∑ 𝑡𝑓 − 𝑖𝑏𝑓𝑡,𝑏

𝑡∈𝑏
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Where d is the error report and b is the Composition Table 18 shows the overall 

results, which in finding Composition related Composition Error Summary investigated 

this Composition identification tool is effective, especially Mozilla, the score shown is 

high, namely 0.92. in MySQL, this tool has the worst performance because the MySQL 

Composition has an irregular number of words and is very variable. 

Table 18. Accuracy of connecting Composition Error Summary with Composition 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS  

A Composition Error Summary method tool in this study was developed and 

Composition choice extraction was carried out in two works. First, an analysis model on 

tagged Error Summary to predict untagged Error Summary as structured or unstructured 

Error Summary is trained. 2nd step uses N-LP and the clue improvement to excerpt 

Composition choices from the systematic Composition Error Summary. This study uses 

nine hundred Error Summary from three open sources. The output display that the approach 

used in this study can accurately and effectively distinguish between Composition and non-

Composition Error Summary. In this study ML software packages in classifying Error 

Summary were also compared. Of the various methods used to extract features, the NL-TK 

classifier is more sensitive. The sklearn classifier is heavily influenced by the method used, 

the SVM classification works better with “H-IW/H-WB” than with “AW”, and Weka’s 

classifier is not much different from H-AW or H-IW/H-WB, planning throw-back classifier 

works better with AW even takes a longer time. 

“ZeroR” is used as a basic classifier because it has no predictive power. Maxent 

and SVM are very sensitive to the method used and so is Sklearn. Whereas Naïve Bayesis 

slightly affected by the method used, especially NL-TK Naïve Bayes, although, in broad, 

its work is better than “Decision Tree”. “Logistic regression” has the best performance in 

terms of metrics, but its performance is quite slow. Thus, it can be said that, globally, all 

restricted achieve better enough than the measure ZeroR. When used to conclude Error 

Summary in Mozilla using AW, Maxent and Naive Bayes are slightly different because 

their abilities are pretty bad. 
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Suggestions for future research 

When ML techniques and N-LP present research indicates hopeful outcomes 

nevertheless, there are many facilities to be made to the characterization structure. In the 

Apache Error Summary, the use of “H-IW” or “H-WB” advance the achievement of the 

restricted approximately, especially the “NL-TK classifier”, while the difference in the use 

of AW / H-IW/H-WB in the MySQL Error Summary is not much. The Error Summary 

study revealed that the MySQL Error Summary contains a lot of information that is 

irrelevant to the type of Error Summary, significantly nevertheless, inappropriate words 

appear frequently, which makes all of that seem necessary, and hence they are included in 

the H-IW table. So, one of the future works is the Error Summary must be cleaned up first 

before carrying out any operation in the research. 

Given that characteristics in words and phrases used in one summary have a large 

potential for error, using multiple crash summaries for testing would provide more 

information, improve classifier performance, and be able to make test outcomes more 

authentic, and this could be another area for future research. To make this section extra 

ambiguous, it is necessary to study the conduct metrics of the various classifiers as the total 

Error Summary for training and testing increases. For the results to be generalizable, it is 

necessary to vary and include more Error Summary than any other software project. The 

Composition identification part of this study has limitations. Composition identification 

tools tend to prefer Compositions with lots of words. A fix for this might involve 

considering reporting semantic errors, synonyms, and the use of n-grams. Finally, we are 

now combining separate pieces of the program into a thoroughly segmental part of the 

software. These sections contain a coding program to generate the plain text of the Error 

Summary URL, code to make the method, and code to calculate the tfidf value for the 

Composition Error Summary and display the best matching Composition. We recommend 

that you put the Weka classifier in your Python code instead of separate Java code. 
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